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SDA 3 TAKmats
Super Dust Absorbent
Medium Size

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Constructed with 36 resin impregnated woven cotton layers within a heavy-duty plastic frame.
SDA TAKmats have a cushioned foam base that allows the tacky layers to penetrate all types of footwear
soles to remove the heaviest soiling.
The step on step off design contains all foot borne contamination preventing it from being carried into a
controlled area.
As the layer becomes saturated with soiling it can be simply peeled away to reveal a new clean layer.
SDA mats are essential within paint shops, construction, off shore, nuclear, electronic industries and many
other applications.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
SDA Mats are free standing, multi-layered floor mats which are a highly effective method of preventing foot
borne contamination from entering or leaving protected zones.
Each of the 36 layers is coated with a non-transferable resin mounted on a foam base which ensures that any
loose particles on the surface and within the tread of the footwear following physical pressure of standing on
the mat are detached and remain in the resin on the mat.
The resin used in SDA Mats has a high absorbency for maximum soil retention which prevents the spread of
contamination.
Layers are only required to be removed when soiled, as the layer becomes saturated with dirt and soil it can
be simply peeled away and disposed of to reveal a new clean layer.
SDA mats are available in 3 sizes, Medium (D3305) / Large (D3304) & Extra Large (D3303).

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Remove protective packaging and place on surface.
Users should simply step-on and then step-off.
Once the surface becomes saturated with dirt and soil, simply peel away the layer to reveal a new clean layer.
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ORAPI® cannot know about every application for which the products are used nor
their conditions of use. ORAPI® cannot be held responsible for the suitability of
the products for a given use or a specific purpose. The information contained here
can on no account be a substitute for the preliminary tests which are essential and
which must be carried out in order to check the suitability of the product to each
specific case.
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SPECIAL STORAGE
Store in a dry place at ambient temperatures.

HEALTH AND SAFETY
Refer to Material Safety Data Sheet for further information.

PACKAGING
Pack size:

D3305-2X1 (2 mats)
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